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Abstract

The impact of seasonal effects on the time course of an infectious disease can

be dramatic. Seasonal fluctuations in the transmission rate for an infectious

disease are known mathematically to induce cyclical behaviour and drive the

onset of multistable and chaotic dynamics. These properties of forced dynami-

cal systems have previously been used to explain observed changes in the period

of outbreaks of infections such as measles, varicella (chickenpox), rubella and

pertussis (whooping cough). Here, we examine in detail the dynamical proper-

ties of a seasonally forced extension of a model of infection previously used to

study pertussis. The model is novel in that it includes a non-linear feedback

term capturing the interaction between exposure and the duration of protection

against re-infection. We show that the presence of limit cycles and multista-

bility in the unforced system give rise to complex and intricate behaviour as

seasonal forcing is introduced. Through a mixture of numerical simulation and

bifurcation analysis, we identify and explain the origins of chaotic regions of

parameter space. Furthermore, we identify regions where saddle node lines and
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period-doubling cascades of different orbital periods overlap, suggesting that

the system is particularly sensitive to small perturbations in its parameters and

prone to multistable behaviour. From a public health point of view — framed

through the ‘demographic transition’ whereby a population’s birth rate drops

over time (and life-expectancy commensurately increases) — we argue that even

weak levels of seasonal-forcing and immune boosting may contribute to the myr-

iad of complex and unexpected epidemiological behaviours observed for diseases

such as pertussis. Our approach helps to contextualise these epidemiological

observations and provides guidance on how to consider the potential impact of

vaccination programs.

Keywords: infectious disease, seasonal forcing, immunity, multistability,

chaos, bifurcation analysis

1. Introduction1

The impact of seasonal effects on the time course of an infectious disease2

can be dramatic. Two well-known examples are the observed winter-onset of3

influenza in temperate climates [29], and the seasonal fluctuation in incidence of4

mosquito-borne diseases such as dengue [1]. While the latter is well understood5

as a direct consequence of the role of climatic factors in driving annual fluctua-6

tions in the mosquito population size, the underlying causes for the former are7

imperfectly understood. Influenza seasonality may involve a range of climatic8

variables such as temperature and humidity that interact with biological (e.g.9

virus survival) and sociological (e.g. human contact and mixing behaviour) fac-10

tors [2, 29]. Many other diseases, such as measles, varicella (chickenpox), rubella11

and pertussis (whooping cough) also display seasonal characteristics which, im-12

portantly, have changed over the course of the 20th Century [3].13

From the mathematical point of view, the effects of seasonal forcing in an14

epidemiological context can be studied in a number of ways. The first and fore-15

most is the bifurcation approach, through which variations in model solutions16

due to changes in system parameters are analyzed using bifurcation diagrams17
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[26]. As the intensity and frequency of seasonal forcing are varied, the ap-18

pearance of forced oscillations in the population can be studied systematically.19

Many studies of such systems exist in the literature, see for example Bolzoni20

et al. [5], Kuznetsov and Piccardi [25], Kuznetsov et al. [27], Rinaldi and Mu-21

ratori [31], Doveri et al. [10], Scheffer et al. [34], Rinaldi et al. [32] and Tanaka22

and Aihara [35]. Related examples include an analysis of seasonal forcing for a23

predator-prey model [36] and the study of a model for immune priming [4].24

Other approaches to analysing such models include resonance theory [17] or25

perturbation methods [23, 24] which have been used elsewhere successfully in26

models relevant for epidemiology, ecology and demography [33, 18, 19, 37, 6, 20].27

In the context of infectious diseases, Earn et al. [11] demonstrated that tran-28

sitions from predictable to unpredictable, and potentially chaotic, behaviour29

for childhood diseases such as measles may arise naturally from changes in30

birth rates and/or vaccination schedules once seasonal fluctuations in the rate31

of infection were accounted for. In all these works, parameters that regulate32

the strength and periodicity of seasonal variations are shown to be responsi-33

ble for the birth of complex phenomena of interest from both the biological34

and mathematical point of view, including multi-year cycles, chaotic dynamics,35

intermittent and catastrophic behaviors and multistable states.36

In recent work, we used a combination of bifurcation analysis and numerical37

simulation to study the dynamics of a previously published model of pertussis38

infection [28] in which protection following infection is not lifelong and immu-39

nity may be ‘boosted’ due to continual circulation of disease [8]. Where Lavine40

et al. [28] focussed on the role of vaccination in inducing undamped oscillatory41

dynamics, we demonstrated that a declining in the birth-rate, as observed in42

Western populations over the past century, was capable of transitioning the sys-43

tem from one characterised by endemic steady-state dynamics to one in which44

sustained (undamped) oscillations in disease prevalence characterised the sys-45

tem. Our and Lavine et al. [28]’s results were derived in the absence of any46

seasonal fluctuations in the transmissibility of the pathogen.47

In this paper we extend the model to include seasonal forcing and investi-48
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gate the model’s behaviour using bifurcation analysis and numerical simulation.49

Particular attention is devoted to understanding how changes in the strength of50

immune boosting and the intensity of seasonal forcing elicit different behaviour,51

and how such behaviour varies with the assumed birth-rate for the population.52

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the model of53

transmission. A discussion of the analytic and computational techniques used54

for our analysis is provided in Section 3. Section 4 presents the main findings.55

We discuss the epidemiological consequences of our study in Section 5.56

2. The SIRWS model with demography and immune boosting57

Extending the classic Susceptible–I nfectious–Removed mode of disease dy-

namics, Lavine et al. [28] introduced the ‘SIRWS’ model in which the population

is separated into those who are susceptible to infection (S), those infected and

infectious (I), those recovered, no longer infectious and immune to re-infection

(R) and those whose immunity has waned sufficiently such that exposure, while

not leading to productive infection, provides a ‘boost’ to immunity (W ). Fig-

ure 1 shows the population compartments and associated flows. Assuming mass

action dynamics, the corresponding equations for the model are:

dS

dt
= −β(t)IS + 2κW + ξ(1− S) (1a)

dI

dt
= β(t)IS − γI − ξI (1b)

dR

dt
= γI − 2κR+ νβ(t)IW − ξR (1c)

dW

dt
= 2κR− 2κW − νβ(t)IW − ξW (1d)

where β(t) = β0 (1 + η cos (2πt)) is the annually-forced transmission coefficient,58

parameterised by a baseline value β0 and a seasonal strength η, 1/γ is the59

average duration of infectiousness (in the absence of death), 1/κ is the average60

duration of protection (in the absense of immune boosting and death), ν is the61

factor describing the relevant strength of immune boosting (W → R) compared62

to infection (S → I) and ξ is the birth rate for the population. We assume a63
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Figure 1: A schematic diagram of the SIRWS model with demography and

immune boosting. In the absence of immune boosting (ν = 0), the system

reduces to the classic SIR(S) model, but with the return flow from R to S split

into two stages. The strength of immune boosting may be less than (ν < 1)

or greater than (ν > 1) the force of infection βI. The inclusion of this extra

feedback loop in the model has fundamental consequences for the dynamical

properties of the system [8].

constant population size and no infection-induced mortality, and so the death-64

rate is also ξ.65

The key feature of the model is the second non-linear term for the transition66

from W → R. This term is directly proportional to the force-of-infection βI67

and allows for the overall effective duration of immunity (the expected time to68

transition from R to S) to reduce as the prevalence of infection (and so dis-69

ease, I) drops. Critically, the constant of proportionality, ν, may be greater70

than or less than one. As in earlier works [28, 8], ν > 1 implies that an expo-71

sure insufficient to initiate productive infection in a susceptible individual may72

nonetheless be sufficient to boost immunity. A more detailed description of the73

basic mathematical properties of the model may be found in Dafilis et al. [8].74

To undertake the present study on the role of seasonal-forcing (η) and its75

interaction with the strength of immune boosting (ν) and the population birth-76

rate (ξ), we must choose a set of biologically realistic parameters with which77

to simulate the model. Based on the aforementioned epidemiological research78

on pertussis [28] and our detailed study of the model’s stability properties in79
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the absence of forcing [8], we make the following choices, noting the unit of80

time is set to match the natural one-year period of seasonal-forcing. The infec-81

tious duration (in the absence of births and deaths) is set to 1/γ = 1/17 years82

(i.e. 21 days). Baseline infectiousness is set to β0 = 260 years−1 yielding a ba-83

sic reproduction number of 15.2
::::::::::::::::::::::::::
R0 = β/(γ + ξ) ≈ β/γ = 15.3. The duration of84

immunity is fixed at 10 years (κ = 1/10 years−1). We allow the strength of85

seasonal forcing (η) to lie in the range [0, 0.5] and the level of immune boosting86

(ν) to lie in the range [0, 20]. We consider birth-rates between 1/50 years−1
87

(i.e. a life-expectancy in the population of 50 years) and 1/100 years−1 (i.e. a88

life-expectancy of 100 years).89

3. Methods90

In order to implement the sinusoidal forcing we used the method of Aguiar91

et al. [1], whereby the system of equations 1 was augmented with two additional92

autonomous differential equations, thereby rendering the model better suited for93

both numerical simulation and bifurcation analysis.94

The key observable of interest is the nature of the oscillation — damped,95

undamped, integer or non-integer periodic (measured in years), quasiperiodic96

or chaotic — in infection (I) over time, as this is linked directly to disease bur-97

den. Equations 1 were numerically integrated forward in time from the initial98

condition of a fully susceptible population (S(0) = 0.99, I(0) = 0.01, R(0) =99

0,W (0) = 0). The system was allowed to settle to its attractor over a period100

of 2000 years with the first 1000 years discarded as a transient. All subsequent101

calculations were performed based on the remaining 1000 year segment. Nu-102

merical integration was performed using the ODE MEX algorithm by Vanlier103

et al. [38].104

To generate two-dimensional ‘period diagrams’ displaying the steady-state105

cyclical period of the dynamics for a chosen pair of independent model pa-106

rameters, the algorithm of period detection of Taylor et al. [36] (TSW) was107

implemented, with two small modifications. First, we increased the detected108
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periods of dynamics up to 19 years (as opposed to TSW’s maximum period of109

nine), and labelled all periods unable to be reliably detected with the label ‘pe-110

riod 20’. These solutions may have integer periods higher than 19, non-integer111

periods, or be either quasiperiodic or chaotic. Second, we used a threshold of112

5 percent of the mean value used in period detection as opposed to the default113

TSW threshold of 2.5 percent (see Taylor et al. [36] for full details). Based on114

extensive study of individual time-series (data not shown) this cut-off provided115

a more robust period detection and less false period 20 detections.116

In the following, orbits are labelled n/m, where m is the periodicity of the117

orbit in years and n is the generation of the orbit, i.e. the number of maxima (in118

I) reached over the m year cycle. For example, a 1/3 orbit has a single maxima119

in each three year cycle, while a 7/17 orbit has seven peaks over a 17 year cycle.120

In order to ascertain whether dynamics labelled period 20 were chaotic (as121

opposed to of a period higher than 19 years, of non-integer period or quasiperi-122

odic), an implementation of the Christiansen-Rugh algorithm [7] was used to123

calculate the largest Lyapunov exponent (LLE). A positive LLE is an unam-124

biguous determinant of the presence of chaotic dynamics. Chaotic dynamics125

were additionally confirmed using the Gottwald-Melbourne 0–1 test for chaos126

[12, 16, 15, 14, 13] based on S and I time series.127

We examined numerically generated period diagrams in the (η, ν)-plane in128

tandem with bifurcation analyses, the latter performed with the software Auto129

[9]. Starting from an initial, unforced solution (i.e. η = 0), the orbit was contin-130

ued initially in one parameter (either η or ν), and bifurcation points were found131

numerically. Codimension one bifurcations were continued in both parameters132

η and ν, so that the loci of points that determine the region of existence for an133

orbit were computed. The analysis followed the standard bifurcation approach134

[27, 10, 34, 31, 32]. We adopt the terminology of Taylor et al. [36] and Best [4].135
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4. Results136

Our previous work on the unforced SIRWS system has demonstrated the137

fundamental importance of the strength of immune boosting (ν) in determining138

the dynamical properties of the equations [8]. That work also demonstrated139

that demography, captured in a simple manner through the birth rate (ξ, or140

equivalently the life-expectancy (1/ξ)), influenced the stability properties of the141

model, with consequences for the interpretation of infectious disease epidemi-142

ology over the past century. Those results are summarised in figure 2, which143

shows regimes where point attractor, limit cycle and bistable dynamics are sup-144

ported by the model, depending upon the chosen values for the birth-rate (ξ)145

and boosting strength (ν).146

We make note of two special points in figure 2 — the limit point (LP) which147

we will henceforth denote ξLP to make clear its dependence on ξ, and the148

generalised Hopf (or Bautin point, GH), similarly denoted ξGH . For ξ < ξLP ≈149

0.01814 there exist values of the boosting (ν) for which oscillatory dynamics150

exist, while for ξ > ξLP the system displays damped oscillatory oscillations for151

all values of the boosting ν. The generalised Hopf bifurcation ξGH ≈ 0.01473152

marks the change (moving right to left) from supercritical to subcritical for the153

Hopf bifurcation line, giving rise to a region of bistability. We will soon see that154

this has dramatic implications for the forced scenario.155

Noting that neither seasonal-forcing (η) nor immune-boosting (ν) is well156

determined biologically (and/or may vary dramatically for different diseases157

of interest), in what follows we consider those two parameters to be the pri-158

mary independent variables for analysis, and present period diagrams and two-159

dimensional bifurcation diagrams on those axes. We perform our analysis for a160

number of fixed values for the birth-rate (ξ), illustrating the dependence of the161

complexity of the observed behaviour on the demographic state of the popula-162

tion.163

Figure 3 presents a sequence of ‘period diagrams’, each for a fixed value164

of the birth rate (ξ), of the numerically detected steady-state periods in the165
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LP

Figure 2: Stability properties of the unforced SIRWS system. A two parameter

bifurcation diagram in the (ξ, ν)-plane. Lines demarcate the different regions

in parameter space. The Hopf bifurcation is subcritical for ξ < ξGH and su-

percritical otherwise, allowing for bistable behaviour for ξ < ξGH . The value

of ξ at the kink is given by ξLP ≈ 0.01814, and at the GH by ξGP ≈ 0.01473.

[Reproduced from [8]]
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(η, ν)-plane. Colours represent integer periods between 1 and 19 years, and one166

further colour (cream) represents cycles of either period greater than 19 years,167

or non-integer periodic, quasiperiodic or chaotic dynamics. There is a clear168

evolution of the period diagrams as a function of ξ. Notable is the gradual169

enlargement of the period 20 regions for small η indicating the potential for170

chaotic dynamics to appear under conditions of weak seasonal forcing as the171

birth-rate decreases (life-expectancy increases) and the growth of the period-172

3 region encompassing more and more of the plane for moderate and larger173

values of η. With this overview, we now consider three representative values for174

the birth-rate (ξ = 1/50 years−1, ξ = 1/75 years−1 and ξ = 1/100 years−1) in175

detail.176
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4.1. Seasonal forcing gives rise to sustained oscillations, period doublings and177

chaos: dynamics at a high birth-and-death rate (ξ = 1/50 > ξLP )178

Figure 2 shows that a high birth-rate of ξ = 0.02, corresponding to a life-179

expectancy of 50 years, lies to the right of ξLP . As such, for any value of ν, the180

unforced model dynamics is characterized by a point attractor, i.e. the system181

always reaches an equilibrium at a finite time through a damped oscillatory tra-182

jectory [8]. Figure 4(a) presents the period diagram of the numerically detected183

steady-state periods in the (η, ν)-plane (ξ = 1/50 fixed).184

Due to the separation between ξ = 1/50 and ξ = ξLP , weak forcing (small185

η) is unable to give birth to an oscillatory response and the dynamics remains186

characterised as per
:::::::::::
steady-state

:::::::::
dynamics

::::::
exhibit

:::::
small

:::::::::
amplitude

:::::::
annual

:::::::::::
fluctuations,187

::
in

:::::
phase

:::::
with

:::
the

:::::::
forcing,

::::::
about

:
the unforced dynamicsby an

:
’ equilibrium tra-188

jectory (red) for all considered values of the boosting strength (ν). As the189

forcing increases a regime of oscillations of period 2 arises for ν ≈ 4. These190

cycles first appear for this intermediate value of ν due to the proximity to ξLP191

(i.e. close to the kink in figure 2). At values close to ξLP , unforced trajectories192

have long oscillatory transients before reaching the equilibrium (i.e. they are193

very weakly damped), and so are particularly responsive to seasonal forcing.194

In consequence, the damped unforced trajectory nearby the limit point (ξLP )195

can be entrained into a stable limit cycle. This particular response represents a196

so-called 1/2 orbit in the variable I(t): as a result of the phase-locking with the197

external driving force [30], the model displays a two year cycle characterized by198

one maximum. This area of parameter space is particularly interesting because,199

as the birth-rate (ξ) decreases, it corresponds to the zone of limit cycles in the200

unforced model. For larger or smaller values of ν, the strength of seasonal forc-201

ing must be somewhat larger to entrain the trajectory, explaining the shape of202

the 1/2 orbit region (magenta) in figure 4(a). Other key features in figure 4(a)203

include the presence of 1/1 orbits (orange) at intermediate values for forcing204

and low and high values for the boosting. Interestingly, 1/2 orbits displace205

the 1/1 orbits as seasonality increases. For ν / 10, values for forcing beyond206

η ≈ 0.33 give rise to new orbits with longer periods. Most obvious are period 5207
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Figure 4: Period and bifurcation diagrams for ξ = 1/50. (a) The period

diagram in the (η, ν)-plane. Different colours represent different stable pe-

riodic orbits. For very weak seasonal forcing (η ≈ 0) the system displays

damped periodic behaviour
:::::::
remains

::::::::::::
characterised

:::
by

::::
the

:::::::::
unforced

::::::::
system’s

:::::
point

::::::::
attractor

:::::::::
dynamics

::::
(see

::::::
figure

:::
2).

:::
It

::::::::
exhibits

:::::
small

::::::::::
amplitude

::::::::
in-phase

::::::
annual

:::::::::::
fluctuations

::::::
about

::::
the

::::::::
unforced

::::::::
system’s

:::::::::::
equilibrium

::::::::::
trajectory

:
(red)

for all values of the boosting (ν)as per the unforced system (see figure 2). For

larger values of the forcing we
:::
the

::::::::::
trajectories

::::
may

:::
be

:::::::::
entrained

::::
into

:::::
stable

:::::
limit

::::::
cycles.

::::
We observe a number of different periods as discussed in detail in the

main text. (b) The corresponding two parameter diagram for bifurcation points

of forced orbits in the (η, ν)-plane. Saddle node lines (SNm, solid) denote the

boundary for areas in which period m orbits may be sustained. Period dou-

bling lines (nPD
m, dashed) indicate where nth-generation orbits of the period-m

cascade are present. The regions labelled 1© through 6© are used to guide the

discussion in the main text.
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and period 6 orbits interspersed in the sea of 1/2 orbits. At higher values for the208

boosting (ν ' 10), a regime of 1/3 oscillations (green) emerges. As η increases209

further, period 2 orbits give way to a period-doubling cascade of higher order210

orbits (period 4 (cyan), 8 (light blue) and 16 (mauve)), eventuating in an area211

beyond η ≈ 0.43 labelled as period 20 and confirmed (using the aforementioned212

LLE and 0–1 test methods) to sustain chaotic dynamics.213

To understand why these dynamical phenomena are present, a bifurcation214

analysis which complements the period diagram is presented in figure 4(b). Two215

types of lines are presented: Saddle node lines (SNm, solid) mark the boundary216

for areas in which period m orbits may be sustained. Period doubling lines217

(nPD
m, dashed) indicate where nth-generation orbits of the period-m cascade218

may arise.219

A visual inspection of the diagram (figure 4(b)) confirms our description of220

the numerical period diagram (figure 4(a)). To the left of line SN2 (marked as221

region 1 in the diagram) only period 1 orbits are sustainable. Note that we222

don’t resolve the bifurcation line indicating the onset of sustained oscillations223

(as opposed to damped oscillatory behaviour). To the right of SN2 period two224

oscillations are sustained (region 2 in the diagram). Similarly, to the right225

of SN3, SN5 and SN6 the system supports period three (1/3), five (2/5) and226

six (3/6) oscillations respectively. Immediately obvious is that these regions227

overlap, suggesting that more than one type of orbit may occur for a given228

combination of parameters η and ν, depending on the initial condition at t = 0229

for equations 1. In region 3 in the diagram we find no numerical evidence for230

these overlapping orbits, while in region 4 we detect the presence of small regions231

in which period 5 and period 6 orbits arise from our chosen initial condition.232

A detailed analysis of which orbits dominate and the detailed structure of the233

basins of attraction in these overlapping regions is the topic of a companion234

paper (to appear).235

As forcing increases, sustained orbits have the tendency to undergo period236

doubling bifurcations, whose loci are indicated by the dashed lines in figure 4(b).237

Three (m = 5 or 6) or four (m = 2) generations of the period doubling cascade238
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for cycles of length m are shown. As an example, consider a 1/2 orbit in239

region 2. As η is increased and we cross the 1PD
2 line the cycle transitions240

to a 2/4 orbit (i.e. two peaks are displayed in a four year repeating cycling,241

region 5 in the diagram). Beyond 2PD
2 a 4/8 cycle is born, followed by an242

8/16 cycle and so on as η is increased and further lines of period doubling243

are crossed, eventually resulting in chaos (region 6 in the diagram). Detailed244

inspection of the numerical and bifurcation diagrams reveals that a rich array245

of cycles are supported, including 4/10 (arising from the doubling of 2/5) and246

6/12 (arising from the doubling of 3/6) orbits. Note that due to the limitations247

in the numerical resolution of figure 4(a) and the fixed initital condition, not248

every orbit present in the model is depicted in the figure. In particular, due to249

the chosen initial conditions we have only detected the period-doubling route to250

chaos for the 1/2 orbit cascade. While further analysis confirms their existence251

(not shown), we do not detect the period-doubling route to chaotic seas for the252

period 5 and period 6 orbits.253

Finally, to complete our analysis of the dynamical properties of the system254

for a birth-rate of ξ = 1/50, in figure 5 we present representative time-series255

plots chosen from regions of the period diagram (figure 4).256

4.2. The relationship between forced orbits and the period of oscillations in the257

unforced system: Arnold tongues at a moderate birth-and-death rate (ξ =258

1/75 ≈ ξGH)259

Inspection of figure 2 shows that a birth-rate of ξ = 1/75 = 0.013 lies just260

to the left of the GH (ξGH ≈ 0.01473) in a region where both limit cycle,261

bistable and point attractor dynamics are supported by the unforced system.262

As a consequence, we may expect the interplay between this bifurcation point263

and the seasonal forcing to give rise to qualitatively more complicated dynamics264

in the (η, ν)-plane than for ξ = 1/50. The period diagram for the system with265

ξ = 1/75 is shown in figure 6 and indeed when compared to figure 4(a) we see a266

far more elaborate dynamics. Numerical evidence for multistability, despite our267

use of a fixed initial condition, is strong. Large regions of the (η, ν)-plane pick268
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Figure 5: Time series for ξ = 1/50. Examples of all the cycles occurring for the

case ξ = 1/50 that have been found in the period diagram (figure 4). For a n/m

cycle, vertical lines delimit the period m of each orbit, whereas the number of

maxima over the period are indicated by n.

up intermingled and scattered higher order periods, and the boundaries between269

dominant periods (period 1 (orange), period 2 (magenta), period 3 (green) and270

period 5 (apricot)) are no longer sharply defined.271

Also clearly visible are narrow regions in the (η, ν)-plane for which high or-272

bital periods extend from finite η back towards the η = 0 unforced boundary.273

Both individual paths (e.g. the period 7 red spike converging towards ν ≈ 4)274

and semi-circular paths (e.g. the period 17 light pink path converging to both275

ν ≈ 9.5 and ν ≈ 12) are observed. Known as ‘Arnold tongues’, these features276

are typical of non-linear forced systems [30, 26, 17, 23] for which the unforced277

dynamics support limit cycles. The complex morphology that we have numer-278

ically resolved is sufficiently high so as to allow for an examination of their279

organisation. As described by Taylor et al. [36], for a system subjected to an280

external forcing with period of one (year), an n/m orbit in the forced-system281

will converge towards an orbit with a period of m/n years as the forcing is re-282
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Figure 6: (a) The period diagram in the (η, ν)-plane for ξ = 1/75. As per

figure 4(a), different colours represent different stable periodic orbits. While

some features visible from the higher birth-rate scenario remain (e.g. the large

pools of period 1 (orange), period 2 (magenta) and period 3 (green) attractors),

the space is significantly more complex. In particular, high period regions known

as Arnold tonogues extend all the way to the η → 0+ boundary (see main text

for details). (b) The dependence of the period of oscillations on the boosting

strength (ν) for the unforced system (η = 0). Blue points represent unstable

orbits, red points stable orbits. The inset shows a magnification of the area

relevant to the discussion of the horse-shoe period 17 Arnold tongue in the

main text.
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duced towards zero (i.e. η → 0). For each tongue that is numerically resolved283

in figure 6 (others are missed due to the resolution of our numerical computa-284

tions), we may compare its forced orbit to the unforced period as a function285

of the boosting (ν) in figure 6(b). We discuss two exemplars of the observed286

behaviour. The aforementioned 3/7 orbit (red) meets the η = 0 boundary at287

ν ≈ 4.57. Reading off the corresponding period from figure 6(b) yields a period288

of 2.35 years, very close to the expected value of 7/3 = 2.3. Also strongly re-289

solved in the numerical simulations is the 7/17 orbit (light pink) which forms290

a tight ‘horse shoe’ in the sea of period 20 on the left of figure 6. For sake of291

argument we work in the opposite direction to our first example: the expected292

period for the unforced system is 17/7 ≈ 2.43 years. Inspection of the inset on293

figure 6(b) shows that a period of 2.43 years can be sustained by two values of294

the boosting, ν ≈ 9.77 and ν ≈ 12.03 and indeed we observe that the 7/17 orbit295

(light pink) intersects the η = 0 axis at these values for ν. In general, higher296

values of boosting correspond to a higher period of oscillation for the limit cy-297

cles (figure 6(b)) and so the higher the value of ν at which the tip originates,298

the higher is the ratio m/n. For boosting weak enough or strong enough to299

result in point attractor dynamics for the unforced system, the forced system’s300

behaviour is simpler and described in similar terms to that previously discussed301

for a birth-rate of ξ = 1/50.302

4.3. A return to simplicity? Arnold tongues, period doubling and chaos at low303

birth rates (ξ = 1/100 < ξGH)304

A birth-rate of ξ = 1/100 lies well to the left of the GH point in figure 2 and305

for the range of boosting strengths considered here (0 < ν < 20) the unforced306

system is characterised almost exclusively by limit cycle dynamics. Therefore,307

we expect the forced dynamics to show fewer signs of multistability and an308

expanded region in which Arnold tongues are observed when compared to the309

moderate birth-rate scenario (ξ = 1/75). Figure 7(a) shows the period diagram310

for the system, confirming these expectations.311

Focusing on the Arnold tongues, figure 7(b) shows three representative sad-312
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Figure 7: Period and bifurcation diagrams for ξ = 1/100. (a) The period

diagram. As per figure 4(a), different colours represent different stable periodic

orbits. The numerical signs of multistability visible in the equivalent plot for

ξ = 1/75 (figure 6) have largely subsided. The dynamics is dominated by

regions of period 1 (orange, low values of ν), period 2 (magenta) and period 3

(green) dynamics. Arnold tongues extend to the η = 0 boundary for boosting

strengths up to (and beyond) the maximum sampled value (ν = 20). Numerous

regions of higher period orbits are also resolved. (b) The corresponding two

parameter diagram for a selection of bifurcation points of forced orbits in the

(η, ν)-plane, with a focus on the Arnold tongues. Saddle node lines (SNm, solid)

denote the boundary for areas in which period m orbits may be sustained.

Period doubling lines (nPD
m, dashed) indicate where nth-generation orbits of

the period-m cascade are present. Three Arnold tongues are followed from finite

η back to the boundary: period 8 (red), period 13 (blue) and period 18 (green).

A period doubling cascade takes place for each tongue, resulting in observable

chaotic regions (clearly visible in the numerical period diagrams (a)).
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dle node lines (SN8, SN13 and SN18, solid) extending to the η = 0 boundary313

and their associated period doubling lines (nPD
m, dashed). Each tongue is also314

visible in the numerical period diagram, although the period 13 and 18 orbits315

(purple and olive respectively) are not fully resolved. The large period 5 tongue316

(apricot) is not shown in the bifurcation diagram to avoid clutter. As described317

in detail for the ξ = 1/75 scenario, the ratio m/n (i.e. the orbital period di-318

vided by the generation) corresponds to the natural period of oscillation for the319

unforced system for the corresponding value of the boosting (ν).320

Also revealed in the period diagram (figure 7(a)) are five distinct areas (ig-321

noring the large pool on the left) marked as period 20 (i.e. areas that may322

support chaotic dynamics). In the lower right corner we find the previously323

characterised (for ξ = 1/50) period 2 cascade resulting in a chaotic-pool for324

strong seasonal forcing. The other four areas occur for much lower seasonal forc-325

ing values and lie immediately to the right of the Arnold tongues just described.326

These pools are centered around (η, ν) ≈ (0.17, 5.5), (0.13, 5.0), (0.12, 4.5) and327

(0.21, 3.0) for the period 8, 13, 18 and 5 orbits respectively. For the period 8 and328

period 5 orbits we also numerically resolve the first period doubling (period 16329

and period 10) region in the cascades. Note that it is numerically difficult to330

track down the period doubling cascades for very high period orbits and so331

other tongues observed in the period diagram may or may not result in chaotic332

regions. The LLE in these five regions is positive confirming the presence of333

chaotic dynamics (not shown).334

5. Discussion335

Our analysis has revealed the critical role that seasonal forcing, immune336

boosting and the birth-rate each play in determining the long-term nature of337

disease dynamics in the SIRWS system. We have shown how the presence of338

limit cycles and multistability in the unforced system give rise to complex and339

intricate behaviour as seasonal forcing is introduced. Through a mixture of340

numerical and analytic analysis, we have identified and explained the origins341
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of chaotic regions of parameter space. Furthermore, we have identified regions342

where saddle node lines and period-doubling cascades of different orbital pe-343

riods overlap, suggesting that the observed behaviour of the SIRWS system is344

particularly responsive to small perturbations in its parameters.345

Our results are best framed by considering the ‘demographic transition’346

whereby a population transitions from a high birth-and-death rate to a low347

birth-and-death rate. As we have previously examined [8], this change in birth-348

rate shifts the system from beyond a point of limit cycles (where only point349

attractor dynamics are supported), through an intermediate region in the neigh-350

bourhood of a generalised Hopf bifurcation, and eventually to a region domi-351

nated by limit-cycle dynamics. The addition of seasonal forcing has the ability352

to entrain previously damped cycles onto limit-cycle attractors (figure 4) and353

lock periodic oscillations from the region of limit-cycles onto orbits of period m354

with generation number n (figure 6). Period doubling cascades, stemming from355

these Arnold tongues, result in chaotic dynamics for biologically plausible values356

of the forcing (figure 7).
:::::::

Noting
::::

the
::::::::
presence

:::
of

:
a
:::::
term

::::::::::::
proportional

::
to

::::
−ξ

::
in357

::::
each

::
of

::::
the

:::::::::
equations

::
1
::::::::::::::
(corresponding

::
to

::::::::
removal

::::
due

:::
to

:::::::
death),

:::
we

:::::::
suggest358

::::
that

:::
the

:::::::::
decreased

:::::
birth

::::
rate

::::::
results

::
in

:::::::
weaker

::::::::
damping

::
of

:::::::::::
trajectories,

::::::::
allowing359

:::
the

:::::::
chaotic

::::::::
dynamics

:::
to

:::::::
emerge.360

From a public health point of view, the presence of large lakes of periodic be-361

haviour, whose structure changes as the birth-rate (ξ) in the model is changed,362

may help to better contextualise observed changes in the epidemiological char-363

acteristics of diseases such as pertussis over the past century. While the intro-364

duction of childhood vaccination programs, beginning in the mid 20th century,365

has undoubtedly influenced the characteristic dynamics of these infections, we366

have shown that minor changes in biological (e.g. ν) and/or environmental (e.g.367

η) factors may also contribute in a dramatic way to new and unexpected dy-368

namics. In particular, in the high birth-rate scenario (ξ = 1/50) we observed369

that weak seasonal forcing, while certainly influencing the stable dynamics and370

potentially inducing limit-cycle behaviour, did not result in period-doublings or371

regions of chaos. In contrast, for lower and more realistic birth-rates (ξ = 1/75372
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and ξ = 1/100), weak seasonal forcing was capable of inducing substantially373

varied, and intricate dynamics. These results suggest that at least some of the374

observed changes in disease epidemiology (e.g. [11, 28, 3] and references therein)375

over the past century may well be due to the interaction between birth-rate and376

seasonality.377

Two elements of the analysis deserve further attention. First and foremost378

is that we have not considered the effects of vaccination in our model. Both379

Earn et al. [11] and Lavine et al. [28] included vaccination in their models of380

disease transmission and showed that it too may be responsible for the induc-381

tion of more complex dynamical behaviour. Both studies modelled vaccination382

as a 100% effective sterilising vaccine provided at birth, transferring a propor-383

tion of the births away from the susceptible (S) class and into the removed384

(R) class. However, the biological action of vaccines, particularly for infections385

such as pertussis, may be far more complicated. Rather than completely block386

susceptibility, they may act to modify susceptibility, infectiousness and/or the387

experience of disease. Furthermore, the duration of protection (against any one388

of those three factors) afforded by a vaccine may differ from that delivered by389

natural infection. None of these additional complications have been considered390

in the SIRWS system and all may well be expected to induce complex dynamical391

behaviour. Indeed, in a study by Heffernan and Keeling where a within-host392

model of measles capturing these more nuanced actions of immunity and vacci-393

nation was integrated into a population-level analysis [22, 21] (without seasonal394

forcing), large scale sustained oscillations were shown to exist. This reinforces395

the importance of considering such immune system and vaccination character-396

istics in the SIRWS system, particularly if an approach to analysis such as that397

taken here were to be used for a detailed study of a particular disease system.398

The second point that we have not investigated in detail is the sensitivity399

to initial conditions. Our analysis used a fixed initial condition of a fully sus-400

ceptible population. Bifurcation analysis for the unforced system (figure 2 and401

[8]) and the numerical studies performed here clearly indicate that alternative402

dynamical regimes overlap in parameter space. We may expect the basins of403
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attraction for these regimes to have a similarly complex morphology. In other404

work (to appear) we have examined the multistable properties of the seasonally-405

forced SIRWS system in detail, confirming the co-existence of period and chaotic406

attractors and the presence of dynamical crises as fundamental parameters of407

the model are varied. Developing a holistic overview of the dynamical structures408

supported by the SIRWS system, and the implications of these observations for409

the interpretation of epidemiological data and public health control policies for410

infections such as pertussis remains an open question.411
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